
2 days Heliski Madesimo including
4.000vm

Included Services:

Including 4’000 vertical meter (vertical guarantee: 3’200m)
Heli-skiing in the flight area of Madesimo
Mountain guide service IFMGA/UIAGM 2 skiing days
Stay 2 nights in one of our recommended 3 - 5 star hotels in Madesimo
Including ABS backpack, avalanche transceiver, probe and shuffle on loan
Heliski option for additional flights (refer to the section additional vertical meter)
Special renting prices for ski- and snowboard equipment

Starting from €1.350,00 per person

MADESIMO



Madesimo is located on the Italian-Swiss border near the Splügen Pass in Lombardy.
The plenty heliski possibilities around the village are varied and offer a seemingly

unlimited choice of runs. The location of Madesimo at the weather devide between
northern and southern Alps usually gives us perfect conditions. On bad weather days,
we use the small but fine ski area with many freeride possibilities. Food and wine from

Lombardy complete the fantastic days in Madesimo.

Helicopter:
Airbus Helicopter AS 350 Ecureuil B3

Hotel:
For all multi-days package, we offer a selection of 3* to 5* Hotels; each of them very

well located to reach any of the heliski spots. The choice of the hotel is dependent from
the season and room availability.

Dates and Prices:

Private groups:
available 12/20/23 – 5/15/24

Price per person (incl. any taxes that may apply) in double room and half board in one
of our hotels (hotel incl. only in multi-days packages), in a group of 4 participants:

Starting from €1.350,00 per person

Open groups - dates and prices
If you travel alone and would like to join a group, you can book your Heliski vacation in

our Open group dates.
To see the price per person (incl. any taxes that may apply) in single room and half

board in one of our hotels, in an open group, please click on the link below:

Click here to see our open groups

https://www.heli-guides.com/en/offene-gruppen/


Itinerary:
1st day: Hotel check-in. Meet & Greet with your guide or Heli Guides personnel to
review your individual Heliski program and to do a material check. 2nd - 3rd days:

Depending on snow, weather and avalanche conditions you will have to opportunity to
heliski. In case of bad weather, off-piste skiing in the adjacent areas is offered. At the
end of the last skiing day, it will be time for farewell and to return the rental equipment.

Additional costs:
Additional helicopter flights including transfers flights (see point additional vertical

meter), ski pass if necessary, rental ski and snowboard equipment, lunch, drinks and all
other services are not included.

Additional vertical meters:
We can quote you the trip package with a number of vertical meters of your choice.
Apart of that, we charge you on-site based on the effective vertical meters used in

addition. The costs per group amounts to a total of 195.00 Euro for each 250 vertical
meters (incl. tax).

Refund of helicopter flights:
There is no refund for down days in general. However, should the flight operation fail
due to reasons such as wind, bad weather, avalanche danger or technical problems

and the guaranteed vertical meter can’t be reached in total, we refund each 250 vertical
meters below the refund threshold at a rate of 170.00 Euro per group. There is no

refund due to illness, accident, lack of fitness, insufficient skiing skills, late arrival and
breaks during the ski day.

How to find us:
For any question or support during your heliski trip, you can contact your mountain

guide or the Heli Guides personel.

Cancellation insurance and health insurance:
We always recommend a travel cancellation insurance, baggage insurance as well as

travel and accident insurance.
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